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Abstract— The Ad-hoc networks come to be very 

widespread. Everybody is using these networks because the 

decentralized nature of wireless ad hoc networks.Wireless 

ad hoc networks makes them suitable for a variety of 

applications where central nodes can't be relied on and may 

improve the scalability of networks compared to wireless 

managed networks. Though theoretical and practical limits 

to the overall capacity of such networks have been 

identified. In geographic routing, nodes need to maintain up-

to-date positions of their immediate neighbors for making 

effective forwarding decisions. We contend and demonstrate 

that periodic beaconing regardless of the node mobility and 

traffic patterns in the network is not attractive from both 

update cost and routing performance points of view. In this, 

we propose the Adaptive Location Update strategy for 

geographic routing. Which dynamically adjusts the 

frequency of position updates based on the mobility 

dynamics of the nodes and the forwarding patterns in the 

network. And resolve the Unknown node problem when it 

exist to increase the efficiency of this method by introducing 

the phenomenon of selecting node from existing ones or 

unknown node. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless ad-hoc network is a communication infrastructure 

between nodes. It has been established either directly or 

indirectly by providing help with other nodes[2][7][11], 

because in wireless ad-hoc network each node may act as a 

router or a simple node. 

Wireless ad-hoc network has many app 

lication[5][11] fields like in field of military for safely 

exchange the information, in emergency services like 

hospitals and disasters areas. In robot acquisition system it 

require wireless ad-hoc network to exchange the 

information. In the field of entertainment we are using 

wireless ad-hoc network for sharing the games, music, 

videos, data etc. In field of education we used wireless ad-

hoc network to collect the various types of study materials. 

In surveillance system we used wireless ad-hoc network to 

exchange the important information. So by seeing these we 

can conclude that we can use wireless ad-hoc network such 

type of applications. 

Popularity of global positioning services (GPS), 

locus based applications and protocols, such as position-

based routing, are becoming favorable tools in recognizing 

mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The achievement of 

position-based approaches heavily relies on the availability 

of exact position info of nodes. In a MANET, as the 

locations of nodes are not permanent, a node needs to 

regularly update its location info to several or all other 

nodes[12]. Any specified node sustains up-to-date location 

info in the network through two simple update processes. 

One process is to update its location info within a 

neighboring area, where the neighboring area is not 

compulsory limited to be one hop neighboring nodes. The 

other process is to update the node’s location info at one or 

many circulated location servers[11]. 

In geographic routing, [2][12] nodes required to 

manage current locations of their instant neighbors for 

creating operative furthering conclusions. Episodic 

broadcasting of beacon messages that contain the 

geographic position coordinates of the nodes is a common 

technique used by most topographical routing protocols to 

sustain neighbor locations. We resist and reveal that 

episodic beaconing regardless of the node mobility and 

traffic outlines in the network is not striking from both 

update price and routing concert points of view. 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOLS  

Geographic routing is advancing a packet by router’s 

location at the end of packet.[4]  Geographic node updation 

is very essential for routing the info because the Location 

info is updated and centered on the routing protocols. The 

Geographic approach is used when the location info is 

unavailable at the node.  

Different type of protocol is used for routing. 

Geographic approach is used when the location information 

is unavailable at the node. Each node updates neighboring 

node routing for conveying the info, and beacon message is 

required for node updating. The output of these protocols 

relies on the components of the network such as speed, cost 

and load. The procedure of updating location information is 

done with support of  Matlab.  

Various routing protocols are used such as [3][5][8] 

Location Aided Routing (LAR), Distance Routing Effect 

Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM), Dynamic Source 

Routing protocol (DSR) and GPSR that offers the 

performance progression of the equivalent network’s node. 

III. PERIODIC BEACONING UPDATE 

Beacons are primarily radio, ultrasonic, optical, laser or 

other types of signals that indicate the proximity or location 

of a device or its readiness to perform a 

task. Beacon signals also carry several critical, constantly 

changing parameters, such as power-supply information, 

relative address, location, timestamp, signal strength, 

available bandwidth resources, temperature and pressure. 

Although transparent to the user 

community, beacon signals have made wireless systems 

more intelligent and human-like. They are an integral part of 

numerous scientific and commercial applications, ranging 

from mobile networks to search-and-rescue operations and 

location-tracking systems. Beacon signals help synchronize, 

coordinate and manage electronic resources using miniscule 

bandwidth. Researchers continue to improve their 

functionality by increasing signal coverage while optimizing 

energy consumption. Beacon signals' imperceptibility and 
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usefulness in minimizing communication delays and 

interference are spurring exploratory efforts in many 

domains, ranging from the home to outer space. 

IV. ADAPTIVE POSITION UPDATE 

In geographic routing, nodes are essential to maintain up-to-

date locations of their direct neighbor for sending actual 

results. Periodic distribution of beacon packets that hold the 

geographic place manage of nodes is a general scheme use 

through best geographic routing protocols to keep neighbor 

locations. 

The benefits of APU are more complete using 

activity estimations in accurate network scenarios, which 

explain localization fault, realistic radio broadcast, and 

sparse network. By growing approval of locating strategies 

(e.g., GPS) and further localization systems, geographic 

routing protocols are becoming an smart choice for use in 

mobile ad hoc networks. Every node exchanges its 

individual position data with its nearby nodes. This allows 

all nodes to construct a limited plan of the nodes in its 

neighborhood, frequently discussed to as the local topology. 

A. Related Work 

S. Gerasenko et. al (2002); In Paper “Beacon Signals: What, 

Why, How and Where?” author defined [2] the definition 

and necessity of beacon messages, Beacon signals help 

synchronize, coordinate and manage electronic resources 

using  bandwidth. In periodic beaconing technique nodes 

(signal routing devices) periodically update their position to 

their neighbor nodes by sending beacon message. 

Advantage: With the help of beacon message nodes 

maintain their position and their neighbor’s location and 

regularly update their table which has the information about 

the location coordinate of neighbors which provide the route 

discovery at the time of data transmission. Location 

accuracy increased because no assumption or prediction is 

required, actual position information is fetched by node 

itself for better route discovery for transmission of data 

packet. 

Limitation: If no transmission occur in the network 

then there is no requirement of beacon message for location 

update but through this approach nodes send the beacon 

message periodically so loss of bandwidth, increase 

overhead and maximize the overall cost. 

X. Xiang et al (2007), in paper “Self-Adaptive On-

Demand Geographic Routing for Mobile Ad Hoc In this 

approach”, Author recommend [6] two self-adaptive on-

demand geographic routing protocols SOGR-HR and 

SOGR-GR. Both protocols adopt dissimilar patterns to find 

and keep local topology info. SOGR-GR only depends on 

one-hop topology info for sending as other geographic 

routing schemes; SOGR-HR pools both geographic and 

topology based mechanisms for more efficient path 

building. 

Advantage: Depend on Traffic Demand and User 

Application. 

Limitation: Cost estimation is high if Node Density 

is low. 

Ratul K. Guha et al (2007); in paper,  “A Light 

weighted Location aware Position Update scheme for High 

Mobility Networks” author proposed [7] a grid-based update 

mechanism that establishes the relationship between the 

grid-size and the frequency of position update. It minimize 

or avoid the redundant updation and adjust the frequency of 

position updates. 

Advantage: Location updation required is 

minimum between the grids and avoid the redundant 

updation  

Limitation:  cost is increased to maintain the grid 

itself because regular updation is required with in the grid  

Zhenzhen Ye et al (2011); in paper “Optimal 

Stochastic Location Updates in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks”, 

author considered [9] the location package in a mobile ad-

hoc network where all node wants to continue its locality 

repeatedly informing its place data in its immediate area, 

which is called neighborhood updation (NU), sometimes 

updates its position data to certain circulated position server 

in the network, which is known as location server update 

(LSU).  

Advantage: No frequent updation is require at LSU 

which minimize the overall cost. 

Limitation: NU require updation cost same as 

periodic beaconing technique and it is very  difficult to 

identify the NU and LSU because its depend upon the 

frequent participation of node. 

Q. Chen et al (2013); in paper “Adaptive Position 

Update for Geographic Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks”, author proposed [11] a beaconing strategy for 

geographic routing protocols called Adaptive Position 

Updates strategy (APU). APU incorporates two rules:  

 Mobility Prediction (MP)  

 ON-Demand Learning (ODL) 

Advantage: reduce the beacon overhead by 

mobility prediction and increase the accuracy (reduce false 

node problem) by ODL. 

Limitation: Author reduced the false node problem 

and introduce the unknown problem also but can’t identify 

the specific criteria between unknown node for the selection 

of node for the transmssion. 

G.Renugadevi et al (2014), in paper “Efficient 

Routing Protocol for Update the Position of Node in 

MANET”, author discover [12] out the necessity to 

acclimatize the beacon updation rule in employment of 

geographic routing protocols to the node mobility and the 

traffic flow load. 

Advantage:  with the help this model we can 

Reduce Collision and Update location  

Limitation: This methodology can’t analyze 

multipath and it is non-adaptive  

We have focused on techniques in 

corresponding approach and advantage, limitation as 

shown accordingly in table 1. 

Technique 

Used 
Advantage Limitation 

Periodic 

Beaconing 

Position update 

regularly 

Unnecessary 

beaconing if 

there is no 

transmission 

Depend on 

Traffic flow 

load 

Reduce 

Collision, Update 

location 

Can not analyze 

Multipath, 

Non-Adaptive 

Least-square 

policy 

Update location 

by Neighbor 

Do not handle 

multiple Server 
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iteration 

(LSPI) 

Algorithm 

and Server 

region 

for a single node 

Markov 

Decision 

Process 

(MDP) 

Model 

Differentiate 

the Frequently 

and 

Occasionally 

updation 

Difficult to 

decide 

Threshold 

Updating Rules 

Self-Adaptive 

On-Demand 

Geographic 

Routing 

(SOGR)  

Protocol 

Depend on 

Traffic Demand 

and User 

Application 

Cost estimation 

is high if Node 

Density is low 

Adaptive 

Position 

Update 

(APU) 

Protocol 

Reduce False 

node problem 

(by ODL), 

Reduce Cost 

estimation(by 

MP) 

Unknown node 

Problem 

Table 1 Comparative Analysis of Updation Techniques in 

wireless network. 

V. PROPOSED MODEL 

In this approach, we propose a position update structure that 

uses geographical coordinate and velocity of node to update 

their neighbor current positions. We assume the following 

parameters in our work. 

 All nodes are aware of their own position and 

velocity. 

 All links are tri-directional. 

 The beacon updates include the current location 

and velocity of the nodes. 

 Data packets can piggyback position and velocity 

updates and all one-hop neighbors operate in the 

promiscuous mode and hence can overhear the data 

packets. 

The position of node i and its velocity along the x, 

y and z axes at time T1, its neighbors can estimate the 

current position of i, by using the following equations: 
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location and velocity information that was broadcasted in 

the previous beacon from node i. Node i uses the same 

prediction scheme to keep track of its predicted location 

among its neighbors. Let (Xa, Ya andZa), denote the actual 

location of node i, obtained via GPS or other localization 

techniques. Node i then compute the deviation i

deviD  as 

follow             
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If the deviation is greater than a certain threshold, 

known as the Acceptable Error Range (AER), it acts as a 

trigger for node i to broadcast its current location and 

velocity as a new beacon. 

Now we consider the unknown node problem, 

basically unknown node is the node of network that does 

their localization information. Here the unknown node is the 

node previously which is not in the active network but now 

it is ready to take part in the transmitted network. 
This approach [11] did not focus on the unknown 

node problem, if it exist then there is no criteria defined to 

select which node take part in the transmission route, 

existing node or unknown node. 

 

Fig. 1: Diagram 

In case an unknown node enters in the local 

topology network of an existing node, then the Adaptive 

Position Update technique do not have any effective criteria 

to decide that which node should be considered for efficient 

transmission of the signal.  

For example in the above figure, the transmitting 

signal  can be routed through Node E as well as U, but if 

Node E is selected the transmitted signal will have low  

efficiency and if the transmitted signal is routed through 

Node U then the transmitted signal will have high 

efficiency. 

So, we proposed an approach the  Location Update 

strategy for geographic routing, which dynamically adjusts 

the frequency of position updates, based on the mobility 

dynamics of the nodes and the forwarding patterns in the 

network with the Unknown node problem resolution when it 

exist to increase the efficiency of this method, When an 

unknown node problem exist, in our approach we select the 

best node for the route discovery or data transmission in the 

given network to increase the efficiency of existing 

approach based on adaptive position in wireless network. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, certain approaches for location update in 

mobile Ad-hoc network based on different domains are 

discussed. The aim of all  methods are to make more precise 

geographical information at different point of time. 

However all are having their strengths and weakness. A 

comparative analysis on the basis of specific parameters a 

brief comparison is being provided amongst all discussed 

approaches. The proposed approach of position update 

which provides intellectual information about the 

geographical location of node. In the proposed approach, if 

unknown node exists in the network then we consider the 

best node on the basis of above criteria for further 

transmission.  
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